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(3) evaluating the cost reductions required to enable the
technologies to be able to directly compete with other
generation technologies. It’s primary aim is to refine
the market potential for ocean wave energy in the US.

Abstract

The theoretical ocean wave energy resource
potential exceeds 50% of the annual domestic
energy demand of the US, is located in close
proximity of coastal population centers, and,
although variable in nature, may be more consistent
and predictable than some other renewable
generation technologies. As renewable electricity
generation technologies, ocean wave energy offers a
low air pollutant option for diversifying the US
electricity generation portfolio. Furthermore, the
output characteristics of these technologies may
complement other renewable technologies.

There is significant uncertainty around assumptions
that associate that resource strength with the amount of
electrical power generation. To address this issue, two
supply curve scenarios were developed. One scenario
used a 15% deployment density and the second
scenario used a 70% deployment density. Deployment
density is defined as the ratio between mechanical
energy absorbed and wave energy incident upon the
plant. Assumptions about the technical and practical
resource significantly impact the quantification of the
resource potential in ways that could either increase or
decrease the estimates presented in this study.

This study addresses: (1) The energy extraction
potential from the US wave energy resource, (2) The
present cost of wave technology in $/kW, (3) The
estimated cost of energy in $/KWh, and (4) Cost
levels at which the technology should see significant
deployment.

2. Present Day Cost Profile at Commercial
Deployment Scale
Cost profiles were assessed at a representative
deployment site in the US (Eureka, California) to allow
the team to benchmark technology cost using a set of
techno-economic models RE Vision has developed,
utilizing inputs from device manufacturers. A ‘best of
class’ performance, cost and economic profile was
established based on leading technologies under
development today. The following table shows the
synthesis of resource and technology capability for the
baseline assessment.
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1.

Introduction

This paper discusses the high-level summary of
results of a lifecycle cost and supply curve assessment,
which included the following steps: (1) establishing
baseline lifecycle cost profiles, (2) supply curves, and
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Theoretical Resource – Total available wave
energy potential derived from computational modeling
in conjunction with limited validation using historical
data records. The theoretical wave energy potential
results reported here were obtained using the wave
energy resource database developed by EPRI and
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy [2]. These
assessments were made at the 100m water-depth in
contrast with the EPRI study that evaluated the wave
resource at 50m and 200m water depths. The
theoretical resource estimated by EPRI came in at
2610TWh/year, compared to the re-analysis of the data
in this report which determined the total resource to be
1850 TWh/year. The difference between the two totals
can be largely attributed to the differences in the water
depth and spatial coverage of the two resource
assessments.
Technical Resource – Theoretical Resource
potential reduced by technology conversion filters and
constraints including; (1) inter-device spacing, (2)
wave to mechanical power conversion efficiency, (3)
powertrain losses, and (4) wave power plant
availability. The first two filters are also termed
deployment density in this report and are expressed as a
percentage of the annual wave energy available within
a stretch of coastline.
Practical Resource – Estimated wave energy that
could be delivered to the electric grid. The Practical
Resource is obtained by applying additional reduction
filters to the Technical Resource estimate including; (1)
exclusion of areas with wave power densities of less
than 8kW/m which are considered un-economic, (2)
exclusion of any deployment area that is more than 600
miles from electrical grid infrastructure, and (3)
exclusion of marine sanctuaries.
There are numerous wave energy conversion
technology approaches, consistent with the early stage
development of this emerging industry. Hence, a large
range of deployment densities must be considered
given the number of technology options. Deployment
density values are largely driven by early conservative
mooring system and spacing constraints and are not
necessarily representative of the long-term potential
with technology maturation. To address this diversity,
a 15% baseline case and a 70% optimal case were
defined as the upper and lower limits bounding the
density reduction filter for all technology options.

Reference Site Conditions

Power Density
Deployment Site
Water Depth
Distance to Shore

33 kW/m
Eureka, CA,
U.S.
70 m
5 km

Reference Plant Performance
Plant Rated Capacity

50 MW

Capacity Factor

30%

Availability

95%

Transmission Efficiency

98%

Normalized Reference Cost
Capital Cost (USD)
Annualized O&M (USD)

4,347 $/kW
163 $/kW-yr

Economic Assumptions
Plant Life
Construction Period
Real Fixed Charge Rate
Cost of Electricity (USD)

20 yrs
2 yrs
12.4%
27 cents/kWh

Table 1: Baseline Wave Technology Cost Profile

The baseline assessment represents the present
technology costs assuming a 50MW farm and 100MW
of global deployment. No cost reductions due to
technology improvements are assumed in this baseline
cost estimate. Reported costs for smaller early adopter
plants being built today are higher, largely due to the
compounding factors of (1) small plant deployment
scales, (2) high failure rates due to limited deployment
experience, and (3) high financing costs due to inherent
project and technology risks [1].
2.1 Site-Specific Technology Cost
Site-specific cost estimates were developed from costcorrelation functions for cost drivers including; (1)
wave power density, (2) distance to shore, and (3)
distance to grid. Not surprisingly, the primary driver
for lowest Cost of Electricity is the resource power
density at the deployment site.
3.

4.

Technical and Practical Resource Potential

To establish the technical and practical resource
potential, a deployment density is needed to establish
how many MW of capacity can be deployed at a given
site. It represents both the number of physical machines
that can be deployed on a given footprint and the
extraction efficiency of those machines. In wave power
conversion it can be expressed as a percentage of the
available wave power. The technology deployment
density is largely a function of the technology-type
chosen. A scenario-based analysis of deployment

Resource Potential Scenarios

Deriving the “practical” energy extraction potential
from the “theoretical” wave energy resource was a
multi-step process requiring three intermediate analysis
steps. These definitions are consistent with the
recommendations of the National Academy of
Engineering for standardizing reduction factors in the
determination of practical energy production [4].
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effects that was carried out by RE Vision Consulting
under contract to the Department of Energy in 2010
was used as the baseline for establishing extraction
densities [3].

capability. No marine protected area filters were
included in this scenario.
HI
Theoretical
Resource
Technical Resource
Filters
70% Deployment
Density
Power Conversion
& Availability
Practical Resource
Filters
Economic Power
Density > 8 kW/m
600-mile Distance to
Grid

4.1 Scenario 1 – 15% Deployment Density
In Table 2, the technical resource potential was
calculated using: (1) a 15% deployment density, (2) a
mechanical to electrical power efficiency of 80%, (3)
an availability of 95%, and (4) a transmission
efficiency of 98%.
The practical resource was
calculated from the technical resource by; (1) excluding
resource where the wave power density was below an
economic threshold of 8 kW/m, (2) the resource was
located more than 600 miles to the nearest electrical
grid, and (3) the resource was within a marine
protected area. The filters applied under the 15%
density scenario reduce the theoretical to practical
extraction potential by an order of magnitude.
HI
Theoretical
Resource
Technical Resource
Filters
15% Deployment
Density
Power Conversion
& Availability
Practical Resource
Filters
Economic Power
Density > 8 kW/m
600-mile Distance to
Grid
Marine Protected
Area
Practical Energy
Output

98

AK
973

L48
779

Total

%

1,849

100

Practical Energy
Output

146

117

277

15

11

109

87

207

11

9

105

72

186

10

9

53

72

135

7

7

53

57

117

6

7

53

57

117

6

L48

Total

%

98

973

779

1,849

100

68

681

545

1,295

70

51

507

406

964

52

43

488

337

868

47

43

249

337

630

34

43

249

337

630

34

Table 3: 70% Scenario Wave Resource Potential (TWh/yr
Annual Energy Output)

5.
15

AK

Supply Curves

Supply curves show the cost of electricity as a
function of total energy output. The supply curves
were developed using a GIS-based model that
considered the site specific technology cost,
deployment density, wave energy resource data, and
transmission constraints. Naturally, the baseline and
optimal scenario carried through to the supply curve,
with the major difference being the total potential
capacity at each cost-point. The following illustration
shows the supply curve for the two scenarios
considered.

Table 2: 15% Scenario Wave Resource Potential (TWh/yr
Annual Energy Output)

4.2 Scenario 1 – 70% Deployment Density
As shown in Table 3, increasing machine
deployment density to the upper bound limit of 70%
has a significant impact on the practical energy
extraction. At 70%, the practical energy extraction is
reduced to only 34% of the theoretical limit.
A survey of various wave device technology
devices showed deployment densities ranging between
4% - 30% and with values highly dependent upon the
technology type. This study will use the lower bound
15% limit as a baseline; representative of a median
value of technologies under development. Much
higher deployment density values (70%-80%) are
technically achievable. Including the 70% upper bound
provides a reasonable future potential extraction

Figure 1: National & Regional Supply Curves - 15%
Scenario
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those states. This analysis showed that in Alaska wave
resources in the vicinity of each of the major grid
networks is significantly larger than the network loads.
The same is true for wave resources in Hawaii for all
the islands except the major load center on Oahu. T It
was also shown that the cost reductions required to
make wave power competitive in Alaska are similar to
the cost reductions required by the ReEDS model for
the contiguous U.S. (i.e., ~75%). The reductions
required to make wave power competitive in Hawaii
are not quite as high (i.e. 50%), due to the higher cost
of electricity in Hawaii. As such, Hawaii could serve
as an early adopter market for this technology to drive
down cost while minimizing the need for subsidies.
Finally, it was shown that the strong seasonal variation
of wave power could limit ultimate penetration in these
states because higher levels of deployment will produce
more frequent curtailments. The following table shows
a summary of results by region.

Figure 2: National & Regional Supply Curves - 70%
Scenario

It is important to understand, that the supply curves
do not incorporate any cost reduction that typically
occur as technology advances and matures and
represent today’s (2011) technology cost. Cost
reductions that will occur as this sector matures are
considered in the deployment scenarios modeled within
ReEDS.
6.

HI
Theoretical
Resource (TWh/yr)

AK

98

L48

Total

973

779

1,849

Technical Resource (TWh/yr)

Determining Cost of Electricity Hurdle Rates

70% Scenario

51

507

406

964

15% Scenario

11

109

87

207

Practical Resource (TWh/yr)

The Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS)
model, developed by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), was used to produce deployment
scenarios in the contiguous U.S. electric sector. ReEDS
model analyses estimated wave technology deployment
levels under three different scenarios that achieved
70%, 75% and 80% cost reductions by 2022. Figure 2
shows that if aggressive cost reduction targets can be
met, a substantial percentage of the available practical
resource potential from the supply curves would be
deployed by 2050 assuming a 70% packing density.

70% Scenario

35

247

266

630

15% Scenario

7

53

57

117

Regional Electric Generation for 2011
Generation Capacity
(GW)
Annual Generation
(TWh/yr)

2.6

2.5

1,160

1,165

1.6

1.2

4,106

4,109

13.8

7

6-7

28.5

26.3

25.5

52

73

75

Economic Comparison
Market CoE Hurdle
Rate (cents/kWh)
Starting LCoE of
Wave Energy within
Region (cents/kWh)
Required Cost
Reduction (%)

Table 4: Summary of Regional Results

Figure 3: Cost of Electricity Reduction and Percentage of
Practical Supply Curve Resource Deployed for 70% Scenario

Because the ReEDS model does not extend to
Alaska and Hawaii, a qualitative analysis was used for
4
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Generation figures are from the EIA and the
Hawaiian CoE hurdle rates are based on feed-in tariffs
that can be higher depending on the season. The total
electrical energy generated in the United States in 2011
was 4,106 TWh/year, with a total installed generation
capacity of 1164 GW. The supply curve developed
under the 70% scenario shows that wave energy could
supply up to 630 TWh/year, which corresponds to 15%
of the US electric demand in 2011. ReEDS modeling
results show that roughly half of this practical resource
potential would be deployed within the contiguous US
and integrated into the electric grid if cost can be
reduced to competitive levels. This is a significant
potential contribution, given that the total installed
renewable capacity (conventional hydro, wind, solar,
etc.) in the US is presently meeting only about 12% of
the US electric demand.
Significant cost reductions are required for
widespread adoption of wave energy technology in the
market place.
Detailed analyses of the various
technology platforms with associated cost reduction
potentials is beyond the scope of this report, however,
these results clearly show that the array deployment
density will be key and should be considered an R&D
priority.
Using the cost reduction profiles shown in Figure 3,
wave technology is shown to be competitive with other
renewable and non-renewable generation technologies.
Analysis using the ReEDS model, shown in Figure 4,
demonstrates the potential deployment of wave
technology compared to other technologies out to 2050
using a Business as Usual (BAU) scenario.

centers, and, although variable in nature, may be more
consistent and predictable than some other renewable
generation technologies. As renewable electricity
generation technologies, ocean wave energy offers a
low air pollutant option for diversifying the US
electricity generation portfolio.
Furthermore, the
output characteristics of these technologies may
complement other renewable technologies.
In the best deployment locations, the predicted
levelized cost of electricity from this resource is on the
order of 26 cents/kWh. The baseline cost assessment
represents Today’s cost from these technologies if they
were deployed at a 50MW farm scale and assuming a
deployment of about 100MW globally. No cost
reductions due to technology improvements are
assumed in this baseline cost. Initial costs for smaller
plants reported today are higher, largely due to the
compounding factors of (1) small plant deployment
scales, (2) high failure rates due to limited deployment
experience, and (3) high financing costs due to inherent
project and technology risks. The uncertainty band
around this cost prediction, given the early stage nature
of technology is likely on the order of +/- 30%, which
results in a range of 18 cents/kWh – 34cents/kWh. As
a point of comparison, offshore wind is on the order of
about 22 cents/kWh, which is within the uncertainty
range of this assessment [5].
Learning curves are typically used when predicting
longer-term cost reductions for an industry. For each
doubling of the deployed capacity, a certain percentage
cost reduction is attained. Similar renewable energy
technologies have historically attained learning rates
(also called progress ratios) on the order of 70% - 90%.
Wind technology for example, being the most closely
related analog, has demonstrated progress ratios on the
order of 85%. It is important to understand that these
cumulative cost reductions in industries are tied to a
wide range of factors, including; manufacturing scale,
operational efficiencies, improved reliability and
availability and fundamental design changes that drive
down cost.
When investigating learning curves,
oftentimes one can observe discontinuities which can
be traced back to technology innovations. Globally
there have been a limited number of wave energy
device deployments with a cumulative installed
capacity that is on the order of 5MW. Furthermore the
wave technology space is characterized by a wide
range of different technical approaches, which is
typical for a technology space with limited
deployments and very similar to wind about 20-years
ago. The limited global deployment also means that no
technology lock-in has occurred, which is typical for
more established technology sectors. This makes
transformational
technology
shifts
easier
to
accommodate in the market place and opens up the
possibility for rapid cost-reduction pathways.
In order for the technology to be adopted in the
market place without any subsidy, significant levels of
cost reductions will need to be attained. This level of
cost reduction is dependent on the region of

Figure 4: Optimal Scenario Capacity Expansion in the Lower
48 per ReEDS Analysis

7.

Conclusion

Ocean wave energy could potentially meet a
substantial portion of the US electricity needs, is
located in close proximity of coastal population
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deployment and was identified as 52% for Hawaii and
73-75% for the Lower 48 and Alaska. Naturally that
points to an interesting opportunity for Hawaii to play a
role as an early adopter market of technology, which
could be used to gain operational experience and drive
down cost. Ultimately, this technology will have to
compete at a levelized cost of electricity of 6-7
cents/kWh to supply power at competitive prices in the
lower 48.
If the technical, and economic challenges can be
addressed by this sector within a reasonable timeframe, there is significant potential for this resource to
make a significant contribution to meeting the US
electricity needs.

cumulative efforts of the Reference Model effort, led
by Sandia National Laboratories. This work was
funded by the US Department of Energy’s EERE
program.
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